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This month’s exercises focus on contact training. For these 

exercises you can use either an A-frame, dogwalk, or just a dogwalk plank 

(if your dog has trained with a plank in the past).(if your dog has trained with a plank in the past).

To complete the exercises, I am assuming your dog already knows his job To complete the exercises, I am assuming your dog already knows his job 

on the contacts and has a solid contact performance. The exercises will on the contacts and has a solid contact performance. The exercises will 

just work on your distance away from the obstacle.just work on your distance away from the obstacle.

The most common mistake we make as handlers is thinking that our The most common mistake we make as handlers is thinking that our 

dogs know their job in the agility ring regardless of our position. dogs know their job in the agility ring regardless of our position. 

Unfortunately, this happens most on the contacts. In training we 

tend to carry a toy or treats and the dog is brilliant whether we are 

behind, in front of, or lateral to the dog. The dog, of course, realizes 

if he waits in the desired position on the contact in training, you will if he waits in the desired position on the contact in training, you will 

come and reinforce him with a cookie or toy. In competition, however, come and reinforce him with a cookie or toy. In competition, however, 

the dog realizes that you do not have food or toys from the beginning the dog realizes that you do not have food or toys from the beginning 

and moving farther away from the contacts is even harder. and moving farther away from the contacts is even harder. 

After my dog has shown me that he knows his position on the contact, After my dog has shown me that he knows his position on the contact, 

whether that is two-on/two-off, one-rear-toe-on, or another position, 

I do the following exercises to insure that a young dog knows his job, 

regardless of my position, before he goes in the ring, or to reinforce or 

retrain an older dog that needs help in this area. I am using the A-frame 

here, but you should practice with each of the contact obstacles. My goal 

is to be able to stop in each of the handling positions shown in Figure 1,

with the dog stopping in his proper contact position.
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Initially, I run with my dog, stopping in a different handling position 

each time, as shown in Figures 2 through 6. I run in and reward the 

dog if he assumes his proper contact position. I gradually add lateral 

distance from the obstacle (I am still running with my dog, just farther 

away from him), until I can be 10', 20', and even 30' away from the 

contact (depending on how far away I expect to be on a course). I am 

still stopping in the same relative handling positions, just farther away 

from the obstacle as indicated by the green arrows in Figure 1.

Next I try each of the handling positions from Figure 1 while leading out 

and recalling the dog over the contact as shown in Figures 7 through 11.

My dog should perform the obstacle and assume his correct contact 

position, in which case, I run in and reward the dog. With success, I 

gradually add lateral distance until repeat this exercise from 10', 20', 

and 30' away. 

Come!Come!Come!Come!

Come!Come!Come!Come! Come!Come!Come!Come!

Come!Come! Come!Come!Come!
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The last exercise I train is sending my dog over the obstacle and having him 
stop in his proper contact position as shown in Figures 12 through 15. 
This is to replicate the times on course when I can’t keep up with my dog 
or I have to send him to the end of the obstacle and go the other way. 
Again, run in and reward your dog with a toy or treat when he assumes 
the proper contact position.

In all these exercises I make sure my dog is comfortable with all of the 
different handling positions before I make his distance from me greater. 
Remember: if your dog is slowing down or not being accurate, you have 

to go backward a little in your training and make it easier for the dog. 
You should go back to the way you originally trained the dog and show 
him what you want before you make the distance from you greater. 

It is very important for your dog to be confi dent in what he is doing 
if you expect to be able to get any distance away from the contact 
obstacles. The courses in every venue are getting harder every trial, 
and independent contact performance is a defi nite bonus to your 
handling.  D

Karen Holik has been involved in agility for over 10 years as a competitor and also a USDAA and AKC judge. She has competed in the finals of the USDAA Grand Prix World 
Championships seven times with all her dogs: two Shelties, a Border Collie, and an All-American. Her youngest dog, ADCH MACH2 Triune’s Feelin Hot Hot Hot (a.k.a. Sizzle) won 
the Steeplechase event at the USDAA World Championships in 2003 and 2006. Karen and Sizzle were members of the AKC/USA World Team in 2003, 2005, and 2006. Karen 
offers private lessons and seminars and can be reached at oncourseagility@comcast.net.
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